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Abstract.

1 On the non–locality of disjoining pressure functionals

Remarks on contributions by Henderson

In my paper [1] on this issue, I review some of the difficulties that have been encountered when
attempting to justify the well known interface Hamiltonian (see Eq. 4) from bottom–up strictly
microscopic considerations.

In a recent paper [2], as also discussed in Henderson’s comment to my paper, a novel
strategy to remedy those problems at once is given. The recipe becomes surprisingly simple
as one gradually becomes familiar with it: The requirement of a saddle point of the Interface
Hamiltonian for the film profile, ℓ(r‖), immediately shows that there is only one choice of film

thickness consistent with a given equilibrium disjoining pressure profile Π(r‖) (possibly up to

additive constants).
It is interesting to note that as phrased this way, the approach reminds one of the Gibbs–

Kelvin–Laplace theory of capillarity [3], where the Laplace equation is forced to become exact
by the suitable choice of an unknown radius of tension.

However, in his approach Henderson further supplements the required relation between ℓ
and Π by yet another sum rule relating the disjoining pressure profile with the atomistic density
profile ρ(z; r‖), thus providing the closure required to make the theory self contained.

The theory of Ref.[2] is further elaborated by Henderson in this issue [4]. Here, it is empha-
sized that the interface Hamiltonian should rather be considered as a non-local functional of
the film profile. As a result, one can no longer exactly relate Π to a given ℓ, but rather, for each
kind of inhomogeneity on the substrate, there is a unique functional Π(r‖). Consistency with

momentum conservation then requires that the film profile be defined in terms of the disjoining
pressure profile (the extent of non–locality can be illustrated by noting that it is not quite the
film thickness that is immediately related to Π(r‖), but rather, the contact angle profile along

the inhomogeneity!).
Whereas the formal structure of this theory is beautifully consistent, it implications seem to

be discouraging as far as the project set in my paper is concerned, i.e. for practical matters. For
this approach shows how to obtain a fully consistent film profile from a calculated disjoining
pressure profile, but for practical reasons one would rather like to predict all (or at least a
family of) film profiles, from the disjoining pressure profile of (presumably) some simpler kind
of fluctuation.
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The only way that such an endeavor could be accomplished, it seems, would be by mapping
the pair (Π(r‖),ℓ(r‖)) measured from one inhomogeneity, into some simple function Π(ℓ), with

at least some degree of transferability. But as noted by Henderson in his comment, this is not
guaranteed even for the simple case of a planar interface.

The problems that result maybe perhaps put more clear in terms of Fig.2 of Henderson’s
paper [4]. Consider one could measure the disjoining pressure profile along a direction parallel
to the substrate for a large cylindrical droplet of maximum height R. One would then have a
relation between disjoining pressure and film profiles in the range of ℓ between about 0 and R.
The question is then, could one use such information to predict the shape of at least, smaller
droplets of size R/2, R/3, ...? Clearly, according to Young’s equation the answer is positive at
least for regions sufficiently far from the contact line, hence, the non–locality must be weak
there, but, could we use the extra information provided in the disjoining pressure profile of the
large droplet for predicting the contact line for all droplet sizes?
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